Comparing Financial Personalities
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You and the Other Financial Personalities
Financial personalities sharing similar traits are very comfortable around each other and reinforce each
other’s good or bad behaviors. Other financial personalities possess opposing traits, which can lead to
conflict or bring out the best in each other.
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Contrarians take the unfamiliar roads. Adventurers
travel down every road in sight. So together they’re
testing every idea and loving it. But because money
management can distract from trying new things, if
neither wants to balance their finances, they can add
unnecessary stress to their lives.
Ambassadors’ quest to make everyone happy has
met its match with Contrarians, who are always
bucking against the status quo. If they can find a
balance, they can create an ingenious team who’s
supportive while pushing each partner out into their
uncomfortable zones.
The differences here are only highlighted by the
similarities. Both love to plan, but Architects are by
the book, while Contrarians always have their own
unique goals. But if those plans don’t align, neither
is going to back down from what they think is the
right approach.
Two Contrarians together can usually go 1 of 2 ways:
They’ll continually butt heads about any decision, or
they’ll form close partnership and take on the world.
If they can reach compromises together, then they’ll
show the world the better ways to do relationships
and everything else.
If you’re looking for this pairing, check the roads
less traveled because Free Spirits follow every
path and Contrarians make their own paths. Their
unique approaches to life can balance each other
well, but can isolate them as a couple outside
others’ normal routines.
Guardians’ adherence to their processes and
Contrarians’ distrust of trends make seem like total
opposites, but when given a problem they both
approach it with a tactical focus. together they push
each other to try new strategies while not brushing
off the tried and true methods.
With Contrarians not caring about opinions and
Oases’ need for solidarity, they both are so
focused on their individuality that they can strain
each other as a pair. But by taking an interest
in each other’s thoughts and opinions, they can
avoid many common conflicts.
Contrarians’ skeptical nature clashes somewhat with
the consistency of Rocks, but with Rocks’ calm, that
can lead to impassioned discussions about new and
interesting topics. While these can take disappointing
turns if not handled correctly, they can also create
powerful relationships.
Contrarians have a skeptical eye and Sparks always
speak frankly, so together they get straight to the
point. They value brutal honesty and appreciate
frankness. Although until they’ve established deep
understandings of each other, they can sometimes
take it too far.
Contrarians don’t worry about pleasing anyone while
Storytellers have never met a person they didn’t want
to meet. So together they can create imaginative and
crowd-pleasing magic together or without enough
mutual respect for their difference approaches,
implode in loud ways.

